# 1949-52 Engine Gaskets

## Valve Cover Gasket
- For 216/235 Engine:
  - Order #1346: $20.00

## Side Pan Gasket
- For 216 Engine:
  - Order #5345: $19.00
- For 235 Engine:
  - Order #1345: $17.00

## Exhaust Manifold Gasket Set
- For 216 Engine:
  - Order #5395: $23.00
- For 235 Engine:
  - Order #1395: $20.00

## Oil Pan Gasket Set
- For 216/235 Engine:
  - Order #1340: $21.00

## Head Gasket Set
- Includes gaskets for valve cover, side pan, exhaust manifold, water pump, thermostat.
- For 216 Engine:
  - Order #5341: $68.00
- For 235 Engine (1950-52):
  - Order #5341-1: $62.00

## Complete Gasket Set
- Contains every gasket necessary to completely rebuild your original 235 engine. Includes engine seals also.
- For 216 Engine:
  - Order #5342: $120.00
- For 235 Engine (1950-52):
  - Order #5342-1: $120.00

## Rear Main Seal CORD SEAL
- Order #1343: $28.00

## Intake to Exhaust Manifold Gasket
- For 235 Motor:
  - Order #1337: $4.00

## Silicone Gasket Sealer
- Order #1392: $13.00 ea.

## Motor Mounts

### 1949-51 Front Engine Mount
- For cars with standard transmission.
- Order #5105: $45.00 pr.

### 1949-51 Side Engine Mount
- For cars with Powerglide or standard transmission.
- Order #5105-1: $20.00 pr.

### 1952-54 Motor Mounts
- Replace squashed and worn mounts with just like original new mounts.
- Order #1105: $39 set of 4